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Abstract:
The Comparative Manifestos Project (CMP) offers data on party policy positions based on a coding scheme of 56 categories. To what extent can we replicate the CMP coding results by using computerized topical coding of digitalised manifestos? Both human and computer coding have a number of strengths and weaknesses so that the combination of strengths could help to arrive at both valid and reliable party policy placements, in particular the measurement of policy movements over time. More than 1500 digitalised party manifestos in 20 democracies in the period 1960-2009 are re-coded with a computerized CMP-compatible coding scheme in order to assess the differences with human coding using exactly the same issue categories and the same left-right scale.
The analysis shows that it is possible to use computer coding in order to locate the potential weakness of the human coding and the other way around. It also illustrates that the validity and reliability of policy placements is a function of the conceptualisation and operationalisation of issues, of the size of documents and of scale construction. Computerized cross-validation of the CMP-coding results offers a new and powerful tool to assess its reliability.
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1. Introduction

Election manifestos represent the main policy positions of parties during elections. However, the correct identification of these positions across time and space is non-trivial. The availability of valid and reliable party policy placements is crucial for a proper understanding of party competition in modern democracies. Until now three different sources have been used in order to arrive at these estimates: voters, manifestos and experts. The strengths and weaknesses have been discussed extensively elsewhere (Huber and Inglehart, 1995; Budge, 2000;  Mair, 2001; Benoit and Laver, 2007; Marks, 2007). Here we focus on manifestos because this is the only source that can be used to trace party policy movements over time in a potentially valid and reliable way (Janda et al., 1995; Kim and Fording, 1998).
	Although manifestos are hardly read by voters, they do reflect the preferences of parties that mediate between electors’ preferences and public outcomes. Party responsiveness is at the heart of democratic decision-making as it concerns the ways in which political parties translate problems (i.e. situations which cannot be solved by means of societal self-regulation or are considered as a public assignment) and issues into programmes and, when in government, translate the programs into public or collective decision-making. The first step, from problems to programs, concerns mainly the relationship between the preferences of voters and parties which is the basic theme of the valency and saliency theory of party competition (Budge and Farlie 1983; Kleinnijenhuis and Pennings, 2001; Klingemann et al., 2006). The saliency theory assumes that parties try to render selective emphases by devoting most attention to the types of issues that favour themselves and give correspondingly less attention to issues which favour their opponents. Consequently, party competition is expected to be only indirectly a confrontation of opposing policies. 
	Given their central role in the democratic process, the study of political parties and their goals and achievements is a core activity within the discipline of political science. For this reason, there is a strong demand for valid indicators of party policy positions. Where do parties stand on various issues and how do these positions change over time? There is an ongoing debate on how these positions should be measured in order to be valid and reliable. The main focus of this research is to what extent existing human coding of party manifestos in established democracies may be cross-validated by means of computer coding of these documents (and the other way around)? Although this problem is being intensively discussed by political scientists (e.g. Marks, 2007), there is still no agreement on the best way to arrive at a valid estimation of party policy positions over time.
The coding scheme of the Comparative Manifestos Project (CMP) consists of 56 categories that are assumed to represent the full content of party manifestos by covering the main issues that are (potentially) relevant for party competition (Werner and Volkens, 2009). It has been criticised for several reasons, such as the overlap between categories which results into unreliable data on party policy movements if coders apply the same coding scheme differently. Computer coding can be helpful to address this problem because the computer will consistently relate words and word combinations to one particular category. The computer is especially helpful because the CMP coding has been done by only one coder per document so that there is no possibility to calculate inter-coder reliability or statistical probability of these estimates.
Until now most attempts to improve the coding of manifestos have been based on a partial re-coding of one or more items in one or several manifestos (Bara, 2001; de Vries, Giannetti and Mansergh, 2001; Budge and Pennings, 2007; Garry, 2001; Laver, 2001; Benoit, Laver and Mikhaylow, 2009; Ray, 2001). Computer coding of the digitalised manifesto database using a coding scheme that builds on the original coding scheme offers a more systematic way to test and improve the reliability of the estimates of policy positions (Pennings and Keman, 2002). 

2. Data and Method
To what extent can computer coding replicate human coding and what does this tell us about the validity and reliability of both alternative ways of coding? Our approach is based on the assumption that both human and computer coding have strengths and weaknesses and that by the combining the strengths of both methods it is possible to extract more reliable estimates of party policy position from manifestos. In order to enable computer coding of digitalised and translated manifestos, the existing CMP coding scheme is transformed into a dictionary of words and word combinations that can be used to map the political battlefield of every election including the 56 categories that shape party competition (Neuendorf, 2002: 50). 
The available documents, which have been digitalised for twenty established democracies including twelve different languages, have been machine-translated into English using the collection of World Star Free Online Machine Translators​[1]​. For every language pair six to twelve different Machine Translators are offered. An indicator of the quality of translation is given by the ratio of translated and untranslated words. Since the quality of  the translation may differ per language pair and per Machine Translator one should decide on the best performing translator per language pair. Irrespective the Machine Translator that one chooses, the resulting translations are a potential source of noise because the English grammar is often not fully correct and some infrequently used words may not be translated. However, this is not a major problem for two reasons. First, since the coding with the dictionary is based on words and word combinations, it not necessary that the English grammar is fully correct. Second, given past experience, it is likely that the quality of machine translations will improve over time so that, as far as there is noise, this will gradually diminish. To give an indication of the quality of the translations: it allows one to understand the argument that is being made in the text, irrespective the original language from which the translation has been made. The translation into English facilitates the dictionary development because it is more efficient to construct one single dictionary than twelve dictionaries in different languages. However, the coding method does not per definition assume translation into English, since it is possible to translate the dictionary into twelve languages and subsequently run it on the original documents.
In order to assess the type and degree of noise in the coding that may result from machine translation, a comparison has been made between the coding of seven manifestos that have been translated both professionally and by the computer. These documents are selected because they are currently the only ones for which a professional translation is available.​[2]​ The outcome of this comparison shows highly similar coding results. The correlation between the absolute number of “hits” per coding category in both types of documents is 0.998. In 70% of the cases the number of “hits” is higher in case of professional translations and in 30% of the cases it is higher is case of machine translation. Although the quality of translation affects the quality of coding, this relationship rather weak. In so far the quality of machine translation improves in the future, the quality of coding will also slightly improve.
The coding of the manifestos has been accomplished by a new software tool, called ManifestoCoder​[3]​, that reports the number of references to each of the 56 categories for every digitalised manifesto included in the database. In addition it correlates each word with the ideological affiliation of a party, that is the presence or absence of a membership of a user-defined party group (e.g. party family or left-right). It is able to distinguish between words that do not discriminate between parties and should be removed from the dictionary and words that are important for party ideology and should be included. Hence, this software takes all words in the manifestos into account and indicates the importance of each of them for party ideology. This new feature facilitates dictionary improvement by giving the information needed to add or delete key words in order to arrive at a valid measurement of a concept. 
This software tool resembles Wordscores in counting words and Wordfish in capturing the importance of each word in discriminating between party positions (Laver, Benoit and Garry, 2003; Slapin and Proksch, 2008). Its added value is that it is able to measure the salience of a large number of issues, whereas Wordscores and Wordfish can only analyse one dimension at a time. A similar analysis including 56 issue categories would have been nearly impossible with Wordfish because one would have to split up each manifesto into 56 text fragments, each covering one issue, and analyze them separately. Similarly, Wordscores cannot be used to do a similar coding exercise because one would need to identify 56 reference texts which is unlikely to generate reliable results. Unlike Wordscores and Wordfish our coding method includes not only words but also word combinations which is an important feature since the CMP dictionary refers to many word combinations that have to be included in order to be able to replicate it properly, such as ‘welfare state’, ‘free enterprise’, ‘human rights’ etc.
Many existing software tools are able to produce similar coding results by means of  automatic coding which assigns the codes to texts on the basis of a word list or dictionary, such as for example TEXTPACK, INTEXT, WordStat etc.) (see for an overview: Alexa and Zuell, 2000, Neuendorf, 2002: 225-235). ManifestoCoder offers a number of additional features that makes it most suitable to code a large amount of documents in a highly efficient manner. The time that is needed to code all available manifestos automatically and to import the results into one single SPSS file is less than half a hour. Contrary to most other programmes it is free and no particular text structure is required prior to analyzing the texts. The software can code any text collection using any user-defined dictionary. In addition, the software offers extra information that can be used to assess the quality of coding. In the so-called “cluster file” manifestos are clustered per party and per party groups that have similar views on certain issues. These clusters can be used to identify words in manifestos that are strongly linked to a group of parties and should therefore be included in the dictionary. The so-called “output files” include the frequencies of the “Codes” (the number matches per coding category per manifesto), “Terms” (the number of matches per word (combination) in the classification scheme per manifesto, which can be used to check if one term dominates a particular category), and “Words” (the number of matches per term per manifesto, which can be used to check if there are relevant uncoded words that have not been included in the dictionary and if all terms are matched with the proper words). These three types of files (codes, terms and words) offer detailed ways to inspect the validity of the coding at different levels of aggregation. Finally, the retrieved occurrences are displayed in Key-Word-In-Context (KWIC) concordances where the user can see how the searched words or strings are used in context. Of course, there are also a number of limitations of the software, in particular the lack disambiguation procedures and the coding of negation, but these are also hardly supported by alternative programs for the automatic coding of texts based on a dictionary.
The dictionary can be adjusted or expanded by including or excluding issues, words and word combinations in order to exploit all the possibilities offered by computer coding. In this paper we stick to the original CMP dictionary because this is the most direct way to cross-validate the CMP coding (Kleinnijenhuis and Pennings, 2001). In line with previous findings we expect that the human coding is often more valid because humans are able to comprehend the meaning of texts. At the same time it is expected that computer coding is more reliable than human coding because the former will be perfectly replicable across time and space (Laver and Garry, 2000: 626). In addition, it is expected that discrepancies between the two coding methods differ per issue category depending on the complexity, ambiguity and degree of multi-dimensionality of a category.
An important step is dictionary development, that is to construct a list of words and word combinations for all 56 categories that suffices to count and locate the references to these categories in the texts. Every word or phrase in the dictionary is associated with one and only one coding category. The inclusion or exclusion of words is motivated by the degree to which they contribute to overcoding or undercoding compared to the CMP standard. Undercoding means that the computer coding results into fewer hits than the human coding whereas overcoding refers to the opposite. For example, overcoding occurs in the category ‘Government and administrative efficiency’ (per303) due to the word ‘efficient’ that is highly present in manifestos, but in many different contexts, and not just in the context of ‘Government and administrative efficiency’. By removing the link between the word ‘efficient’ and category per303 the degree of overcoding for this category has been reduced significantly. This does not mean that the word ‘efficient’ is now completely absent from the dictionary, but it is now more specifically related to various issue categories by including it solely in a word combination, for example ‘efficient energy’ (per501), ‘efficient government’ (per 303), ‘efficient industry’ (per410). 
The dictionary is corrected step-by-step for undercoding and overcoding by comparing the aggregated scores that result from the manual and computerised coding methods for each election. In each phase the dictionary is adapted by removing or adding words and word combinations in order to minimize the difference with the outcomes of the human coding. This is facilitated by the software that automatically includes the codes (per101 to per706) in the original text. An inspection of these codes often reveals which words or word combinations are not adequately representing a particular category. In addition, a compilation of more than 10.000 quasi-sentences coded by humans (the annotated text) is used in order to correct for undercoding in case of categories for which it is not easy to identify words and word combinations that typically are related to them, in particular per305. This is an inductive element in the process of dictionary development in which the words and word combinations present in the sentences that have been categorised by human coders are used to reconstruct such a category into the dictionary.
After removing and adding key words in order to correct for overcoding and undercoding the dictionary consists of 5996 words and word combinations. At the present stage it is not feasible to improve the dictionary much further without trade-offs because removing or adding words or word combinations may imply gains for one country (i.e. less overcoding or undercoding) but losses for other countries. The only way to improve the dictionary would be to add country specific words and word combinations in order improve the accuracy of the coding.
	By applying a substantially non-positional coding scheme designed to estimate the relative salience of different policy concerns, we also put the ‘salience equals direction’ assumption to the test: to what extent is it possible to estimate the positions (pro versus con) on 56 issues by solely counting words and word combinations? If there is a close correspondence between the computer and human coding in this respect, this is an indication that the issue saliency theory has a point in assuming that salience equals position (Budge et. al., 2001).
The digitalised manifesto database, which is largely deposited at the Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozialforschung (WZB), currently includes 216 parties and 1529 election manifestos in 20 countries from 1960 to 2009. Documents before 1960 are excluded because they are often very short documents that do not cover issue positions relating to a range of policy domains. Non-established democracies are excluded because their main conflict dimensions of party competition are not comparable with western democracies and their democratic development over time is relatively short.
Until 1995 the database includes digitalisations of the documents available in the CMP-collection (Budge et al., 2001). After 1995 the manifestos have been directly downloaded from the websites of parties during elections. For some countries several manifestos were lost and had to be collected again. These mutations may have the consequence that in a limited number of cases the human and computer coding are applied to different documents.​[4]​

3. Comparing and calibrating human and computerized scores
It is expected that the matching between the coding results based on the dictionary and the human coding differs per issue category due to different units of analysis (word counts versus quasi-sentences), issue overlap and resulting inconsistencies between coders over time. In order to assess the degree of correspondence between the two coding methods, Table 1 offers a comparison between the human coding and computer coding of the same 10.146 quasi sentences that stem from 17 manifestos (‘annotated texts’).​[5]​ In these texts only one CMP code applies to each quasi-sentence, but there is often more than one computer code linked to the words and word combinations in these sentences. 

INSERT TABLE 1. The degree of correspondence between human and computer coding of 56 categories on the basis of the ‘annotated text’ of 17 manifestos

Table 1 reveals a number of interesting patterns. The first column (n) gives the absolute number of quasi sentences per issue category. The differences between the categories are large. Especially the negative categories show very low numbers indicating that parties make much more positive than negative statements, as has been shown many times before (Budge et al., 2001).  The second column (% correct) gives the percentage of quasi-sentences per category in which the CMP-code is present among the codes assigned by the computer. In 16 cases the CMP-code does not rank highest among the computer codes (these cases are marked with (!)). This is often the case if the number of quasi-sentences is low. However, in three categories the absolute number of times that the human code does not rank highest is quite high. When human coders assign a quasi-sentence to the category Gov-Admin Efficiency+ (per303), the computer scores most often refer to per504 (welfare+) which suggests that there are many references to the welfare state in these sentences which are not always negative since maintaining welfare requires efficiency (e.g. “rooting out waste and inefficiency in public spending”). In case of Economic goals (per408) the computer codes most often include Labour+ (per701) (e.g. “high urban unemployment”) and in case of National Way of Life (per601) the most frequent computer code is Traditional Morality+ (per603) (e.g. “promote the common moral values that bind together as a nation”) . The strong interrelationships between these areas make it often difficult to decide which category is most appropriate for a quasi-sentence. 
The third (2nd code) and fourth (3rd code) column list the codes that rank second and third in importance among the computer codes. These codes are not part of the human coding.   In many cases these codes are related because they constitute the context in which a topic is being discussed, for example farmers (per703) are often discussed in relation to productivity (per410) and environment (per501) and productivity (per410) in relation to other economic issues (per408) and labour+ (per701). 
By assessing these patterns we are better able to comprehend why the computer has more or less difficulty in producing the correct code for a quasi-sentence. First of all the table shows that the number of correct codes differs per issue category. The best performance is in those categories that are referring to only one topic or underlying concept. The best example is per416 that is mainly referring to a single word: ‘sustainability’: if that word is present both human and computer assign the code per416. Other examples with a high success rate (> 75%) are Military + (81%), Peace + (78%), Internat+ (76%), Europe + (82%), Culture + (84%), Education + (78%) and Law and Order (78%). These categories have in common that they have an uni-dimensional focus, a feature that is expressed in the name-giving of the category. Categories that are used often (n > 250), but have low correct codes (< 50%) are Efficiency (per303: 21%), Political authority (per305: 29%), Incentives + (per402: 39%), Market Regulation + (per403: 37%), Economic Goals (per408: 24%), Productivity (per410: 40%), Social Justice (per503: 44%). Here correct codes are infrequent because these categories are multi-dimensional (referring to many possible topics) or they are often used in a context that overlaps with other categories (such as social justice that is often used in the context of welfare state and therefore overlaps with Welfare +).
Although the human codes and the computer codes are often not identical in many categories, they do often belong to the same policy domain, especially in case of the domains international relations (starting with 1) and economy (starting with 4). This indicates that there is overlap between these categories because may items are inter-related so that it is often hard to distinguish between them.
In order to make the results of the two coding methods better comparable the computer scores have been adjusted by adding or subtracting the mean difference with the human codes per issue per country. By calibrating in this way the salience of the 56 categories as indicated by the human scores has been assumed to be ‘correct’ as humans are more often able to assign the right code for most categories (see Table 1). However, the policy movement over time as indicated by the human scores is not expected to be reliable in all instances because there is a high chance of coding inconsistencies which is largely absent in computer coding. Hence, the issue emphasis is better represented by human coding than by computerised coding, but the movements over time are not as they need to be cross-validated using computer codes in order to identify the sources of the deviations between both coding methods. In this way all the instances in which the human codes and the computer codes diverge over time can be detected in order to assess the plausibility of each of the opposing movements (as both cannot be simultaneously correct). 

4. Coping with different text units: words versus quasi-sentences
The manifestos are coded by humans on the level of quasi-sentences, whereas they are coded by the computer using words and word combinations. Since the computer coding is based on the smallest unit of analysis and it is able to generate more codes leading to fewer empty categories. This is a major advancement, especially in case of small documents. By using computer coding the problem of categories with mainly zeros (no codes) is strongly reduced. As a consequence computer coding detects more ‘content’ in manifestos than human coding. This is an important feature of computer coding that questions the validity of the human coding which often results into an uneven distribution of codes over the categories: some are crowded and others are empty.
However, there are six categories in which there are no codes generated by the computer. They have in common that they are ‘negative’ and some of them refer to topics that are normally not part of the vocabulary of political parties because such references would question the main (inter)national foundations on which most established democracies are build. These categories are (between brackets is the percentage of null scores in the CMP human codes): ‘Internationalism: negative’ (per109) (77.2%), ‘European community: negative’ (per110) (83.5%), ‘Constitutionalism: negative’ (per204) (84.2%), ‘Protectionism: negative’ (per407) (75.3%), ‘Education limitation’ (per507) (94%) and ‘National way of life: negative’ (per602) (89.1%). 
The number of computerized codes is not (nearly) zero in case of all negative categories. The computerized method will produce such codes if the dictionary includes words or word combinations with negative meanings in an issue category, such as in ‘military: negative’ (per105 with word combinations like nuclear war), ‘Protectionism: negative’ (per407 with word combinations like ‘unfair trade’), ‘Multi-culturalism’: negative: (per 608 with a phrase like ‘illegal immigrants’). One could argue that the inability of computer coding to assess the direction of policy statements is one of its main weaknesses compared to human coding (Laver, 2001b). However, in case of a validation of the CMP coding scheme this is less of a problem because the CMP coding scheme is designed to measure emphasis rather than policy positions (Budge, 2001b).

INSERT table 2. Regression of the absolute number of quasi sentences on the total number of issue categories in which there are computer codes but no human codes

Table 2 shows that the text unit has important consequences for the number of codes that are extracted. Whereas on average the 93.3% of the text is coded by CMP, there are on average only 447 codes generated per manifesto. In case of computer coding this is exactly the reverse: on average only 12.5% of the text has been matched by words and word combinations included in the dictionary, but these are four times more codes extracted, namely on average 1774 codes per manifesto. 
Table also shows the results of a regression of the absolute number of quasi sentences on the total number of issue categories in which there are computer codes but no human codes. There is a significant relationship between these variables. The sign of the B-coefficient is negative in case of all countries, indicating that the smaller the document, the higher the number of issue categories in which computer codes are present, but human codes are absent.
A comparison between the number of computerized scores and the number of quasi-sentences can give as some insight in the effect of the size of a document of the frequency of quasi-sentences. Overall, the total number of coded words over time is more volatile than the number of coded (quasi-)sentences per election year. This is an indication that the degree to which coders split up sentences is (partly) a function of the size of the document. If a document is large, coders will be less inclined to split sentences up into quasi-sentences than when documents are small. The more the size and the type of documents vary over time per country, the more volatile will be the absolute number of ‘hits’. Whether or not parties have official party manifestos and the degree to which they have been actually coded by distinguishing quasi-sentences differs per country. The coders have often selected the documents from a number of alternatives. Sometimes a shorter campaign speech is preferred over a very long official party manifesto, but coders may chose differently in this respect. As a consequence, in countries in which parties do not have unique and official party manifestos or where these documents are sometimes very long, the manifesto archive looks like a collection of speeches verbatim, reports of speeches, policy platforms and other documents like summaries in newspapers. These differences in the length and the type of documents are more likely to affect the human coding than computer coding because the latter is not sensitive to the overall size of the document.
This pattern is confirmed by a regression of the absolute size of the manifestos (total number of words) on the number of computer hits which shows a explained variance between 97% and 99% in all countries, which means that the number of computer codes is a function of the size of the document. Large documents are assigned many codes, smaller documents get fewer codes. This sounds logical, but the modus operandi of the human coder might very well be the opposite. A regression of the absolute size of the manifestos on the total number of human coded quasi-sentences shows a much more varied outcome. The adjusted R2 varies between 0% and 89%. Often the R2 gets lower the more varied the manifesto collection per country is in terms of type and length. 

5. Cross-validating computer estimates of  left-right positions with human estimates
The main strength of estimates of party policy positions based on manifestos is that it gives information on these positions over time that cannot be gathered using other methods or sources (Budge et al., 2001; Hearl, 2001; Laver, 2001; McDonald, Mendes and Kim, 2007). Until now each manifesto was only coded once using the CMP coding scheme. Now that the computerized method enables a second coding round of all manifestos, it is feasible to cross-validate the policy change over time by comparing human and computer coding. If the two coding methods result into deviating results, the validity of both outcomes should be checked.
The left-right positions of political parties are the most frequently used data that is extracted from the CMP database. However, how such positions should be estimated is much debated (Budge, 2006; Garry and Huber, 2000; Laver, 2001; Marks, 2007; McDonald and Mendes, 2001a/b). In the CMP-project these positions are estimated by means of a selection of 13 left issues and 13 right issues which results into a left-right scale called ‘rile’ (Budge et al., 2001). The selection of issues is identical for all countries and all election years. This estimation of left-right scores has been criticised because of three reasons (Laver, 2001; Marks, 2007). First, by including many variables in the scale the concept of left-right gets blurred because it is not just about the main economic conflict dimension, but also about other issues that are unrelated to economic disputes. Second, the left-right scale has not been validated by means of reliability analysis so that several issues do not really belong to the left-right scale and should be dropped (the exploratory factor analyses that have been used in order to construct the rile-scale is not the most appropriate one) (Budge, 2001b). Finally, the scale construction is based on the assumption that left and right are perceived by parties in the same way across elections and countries, but this is unlikely. Here we do not seek to correct for these potential sources of error since our main goal is to replicate the CMP codes in order to assess possible errors in coding or scale constructing that might lead to an incorrect party policy placement.
When the ‘rile’ scale is regressed on the scale constructed with the calibrated computer estimates, the adjusted R2 is 0.67 (for the uncalibrated estimates the adjusted R2 is 0.35). There are significant country differences in the degree of explained variance, but since the same scale is used for all countries, it is not very useful to explore and explain these country difference here.​[6]​ Instead we explore the differences between the  estimations of the emphases on the issues that are included in the left-right scale because we want to assess the relative impact of these issues. In order to identify the manifestos on which both coding methods report different left-right placements, we examine the results of a residual analysis of the regression of the computerized scores on the human scores. For each outlier Table 3 reports the differences between human and computer estimates of the items that constitute the left-right scale ‘rile’. 

INSERT TABLE 3. Differences between human and computer estimates of the items that constitute the left-right scale ‘RILE’ for the manifestos with largest distance between both estimates of ‘RILE’.

By comparing the differences in the left-right placements based on human and computer coding we can better understand what causes them and how to correct for them. Table 3 shows that the major differences between the results of the two methods are found in only a few categories, in particular in categories that do not fit very well into the left-right scale, both from a substantive view and a statistical point of view, in particular per305 and per504. Per305 includes references to the ‘manifestos party’s competence to govern’, but such claims can be made equally well by left, centre and right parties. The strong impact of per305 as a right issue illustrates that there may be significant differences between placements that result from an ‘economic’ (excluding per305) and a ‘general’ definition of left-right (including per305). Per504 refers to ‘Welfare State Expansion’ which is also not exclusively claimed by left parties since most parties from the right and the centre also support the welfare state, including ‘social services such as health service or social housing’. Yet, a high absolute number of words or quasi-sentences are assigned to these categories so that their inclusion into the left-right scale may easily result into very different left-right placements if different coding decisions are being made. In case of less crowded categories there are also smaller differences between the two coding methods.	
The manifestos listed in Table 3 have in common that they are small in size which makes them extra vulnerable to a divergence in left-right placements between coders or coding methods. Whereas there are on average 647 quasi-sentences in the manifestos under study, there are only 81 (8%!) quasi-sentences in the outliers listed in Table 3. This is also the reason that countries in which parties issue small documents, such as Finland, are over-represented in the Table. Finally it is striking that there are several instances of diverging scores in the right issues the economic domain (starting with 4), but less so among the left issues in this domain. This may indicate that there is confusion on how to code statements that urge for orthodox economic reforms in order to maintain a high level of social welfare in the long run. This is also indicated by the years in which these manifestos are issued, which are often in periods of economic crisis. 
In sum, the chance that there is a discrepancy between the human and the computerized left-right placements is highest if a scale including many issues with scores that are unevenly distributed is applied to small documents. 

6. Conclusions
Human and computer coding of manifestos have their own strengths and weaknesses which are to some extent trade-offs. The strength of the human coding is its validity and the strength of the computer coding is reliability. By combining these strengths both the validity and the reliability of estimations of party policy placements could be improved. 
Until now the comparison between the methods has mainly been done on the basis of aggregated scores, in particular left-right scores. These comparisons show that there is a moderate to strong relationship between the average scores of manifestos and experts with the highest differences for wing parties. However, to what extent the party policy movements over time are correct remains unclear. This is problematic because party policy movement over time is often regarded as the main strength of the CMP-method of estimating policy positions. A computerized replication of the CMP-method helps to assess the reliability of estimated policy change.
The degree to which the computerized dictionary is able to replicate the CMP coding scheme differs per issue. The best performance is in those categories that are referring to only one topic or underlying concept which is already expressed in the name-giving of the category, for example positive references to ‘Anti-growth Economy’, ‘Military’, ‘Peace’, ‘Internationalism’, ‘European integration’, ‘Culture’, ‘Education’ and ‘Law and Order’. Issue emphases in categories that can be replicated less well are ‘Governmental and Administrative Efficiency’, ‘Political Authority’, ‘Incentives’, ‘Market Regulation’, ‘Economic Goals’, ‘Productivity’ and ‘Social Justice’. In these cases the computerized replication is difficult because these categories are multi-dimensional (referring to many possible topics) and/or they are often used in a context that overlaps with other categories.
In order to make the results of the two coding methods better comparable the computerized scores have been calibrated by adding or subtracting the mean difference with the human codes per issue per country. After this transformation the outcomes of the two coding methods are still not directly comparable due to different text units that have consequences for the number of codes that are extracted. Whereas on average the 96.3% of the texts of manifestos has been coded, there are on average only 447 codes generated per manifesto. In case of computer coding this is exactly the reverse: on average only 12.5% of the text has been matched by words and word combinations included in the dictionary, but there are four times more codes extracted. The smaller the document, the higher the number of issue categories in which computer codes are present and human codes are absent. The larger a document the less coders are inclined to split up sentences into quasi-sentences. These differences in length are more likely to affect human coding than computer coding because all coding decisions of the latter are identical for all documents, irrespective their size. 
Since the left-right scale is the most frequently used party policy placement we have compared the ‘rile’ scales resulting from both coding methods. This comparison shows that  discrepancy between both methods is highest in case of an encompassing scale (including many issues) with scores that are unevenly distributed over the categories and which is applied to small documents. 
The results show that a closer match between human and computerized estimates is not just a matter of dictionary development, but also of proper document collection and scale construction. At this moment a computerized replication of the CMP coding of manifestos can be fruitfully used to identify manifestos that need more detailed examination in order to re-assure the reliability of the coding. One cannot say on beforehand which of the two methods is right or wrong in its estimates because many factors may have an impact on that. These have to be taken into account before any claim on validity or reliability can be made. This research provides the tools to accomplish such a cross-validation.
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TABLES
Table 1. The degree of correspondence between human and computer coding of 56 categories on the basis of the ‘annotated text’ of 17 manifestos
		n	% correct	2nd code	3rd code
per101	Foreign Special + 	53	53	per107	per202
per102	Foreign Special - 	0	-	-	-
per103	Anti-Imperialism + 	-	-	-	-
per104	Military + 	122	81	per105	per107
per105	Military - 	64	44	per104	per106
per106	Peace + 	55	78	per101	per107
per107	Internat + 	240	76	per503	per101
per108	Europe + 	152	82	per107	per606
per109!	Internat - 	9	0	per107	per108
per110	Europe - 	57	9	per108	per107
per201	Freedom-Hum Rights + 	181	48	per503	per605
per202	Democracy + 	324	60	per504	per301
per203	Constitut + 	40	55	per202	per107
per204!	Constitut - 	27	0	per203	per201
per301	Decentral + 	297	63	per506	per504
per302!	Central + 	11	18	per301	per504
per303!	Gov-Admin Efficiency + 	383	21	per504	per303/605
per304	Pol Corruption - 	48	38	per504	per202
per305	Pol Authority + 	469	29	per504	per202
per401	Free Enterprise + 	188	47	per408	per403
per402	Incentives + 	464	39	per410	per401
per403	Market Regulation + 	270	37	per401	per411
per404	Econom Planning + 	127	35	per410	per411
per405!	Corporatism + 	42	43	per606	per405/410
per406	Protectionism + 	41	42	per107	per410
per407!	Protectionism - 	55	46	per107	per407/410
per408!	Economic Goals 	311	24	per701	per408/414
per409!	Keynesian Demand + 	4	0	per414	per408
per410	Productivity + 	315	40	per408	per701
per411	Infrastructure + 	631	74	per506	per410
per412!	Controlled Econ + 	17	0	per402	per408
per413!	Nationalization + 	53	32	per410	per413
per414	Econ Orthodoxy + 	184	51	per408	per402
per415	Marxist Analysis + 	0	-	-	-
per416	Anti-Growth Econ + 	24	92	per501	per408
per501	Environmental Protection + 	587	73	per411	per703
per502	Culture + 	183	84	per411	per506
per503	Social Justice + 	574	44	per504	per506
per504	Welfare + 	780	70	per706	per603
per505!	Welfare - 	64	3	per504	per701
per506	Education + 	524	78	per411	per706
per507!	Education - 	4	0	per506	per411
per601!	Nat Way Life + 	176	15	per603	per411
per602!	Nat Way Life - 	3	33	per504	per202
per603	Trad Moral + 	244	70	per706	per605
per604!	Trad Moral - 	56	36	per605	per604/504
per605	Law and Order + 	573	78	per504	per706
per606	Social Harmony + 	110	36	per603	per605
per607!	Multicult + 	46	33	per506	per607/502
per608	Multicult - 	3	67	per502	per504
per701	Labour + 	179	68	per504	per603
per702!	Labour - 	3	33	per701	per504
per703	Farmers + 	244	73	per410	per501
per704	Middle Class + 	16	69	per506	per504
per705	Minority Groups + 	104	58	per706	per605
per706	Non-economic Groups + 	415	53	per504	per506
TOTAL		10146	55	-	-
Reading example: From the 53 quasi-sentences that are coded as per101 by human coders 53% is matched by computer coding in the sense that the computer also selects this code. In addition, the codes per107 and per202 rank second and third amongst the computer scores. In categories market with “!” the CMP-code does not rank highest among the computer codes.
Table 2. Regression of the absolute number of quasi sentences on the total number of issue categories in which there are computer codes but no human codes.
country 	% coded by computer (words)	% coded by humans (quasi-sentences)	Adj. R2 	Sign. 	B-coefficient
 	15.3	84.7	0.13	.001	-0.01
11 Sweden					
12 Norway	14.1	98.4	-0.01	.523	0.00
13 Denmark	14.2	77.7	0.24	.000	-0.02
14 Finland	12.9	98.6	0.16	.000	-0.03
21 Belgium	10.7	95.5	0.37	.000	-0.01
22 Netherlands	13.0	93.2	0.60	.000	0.00
31 France	11.3	96.6	0.16	.003	-0.01
32 Italy	9.6	88.5	0.34	.000	-0.01
33 Spain	11.3	98.5	0.12	.011	0.00
34 Greece	10.7	96.6	0.43	.000	0.00
35 Portugal	11.2	99.7	0.59	.000	-0.01
41 Germany	15.1	99.8	0.63	.000	-0.01
42 Austria	13.7	98.5	0.42	.000	-0.01
43 Switzerland	12.3	98.6	0.55	.000	-0.02
51 Great Britain	14.6	92.5	0.16	.007	-0.01
53 Ireland	13.8	98.9	0.37	.000	-0.01
61 United States	16.5	98.1	0.08	.116	0.00
62 Canada	13.9	94.6	0.33	.000	-0.02
63 Australia	12.6	95.7	0.52	.000	-0.02
64 New Zealand	15.1	96.2	0.35	.000	-0.01
Total	12.5	96.3	 	 	




Table 3. Differences between human and computer estimates of the items that constitute the left-right scale “RILE” for those manifestos having the largest distance between both estimates.
LEFT ISSUES:country	Party	year	scaleRILE	ScaleCEMP	d103	d105	d106	d107	d403	d404	d406	d412	d413	d504	d506
11	11320	1994	25.24	-17.81	0.04	-0.13	2.94	-2.39	2.23	-0.37	0.14	0.28	0	9.66	2.44
13	13220	1973	-22.1	18.75	0.28	-1.01	0.11	-4.6	-2.45	-1.33	0.22	-0.54	2.29	-0.72	-3.3
13	13330	1979	52.7	15.73	0	0.96	0.47	-0.82	-0.5	-0.44	-0.14	-0.53	-0.07	0.82	10.02
14	14320	1962	-25	16.05	-0.12	-0.04	0.76	-0.38	0	-7.51	-0.3	2.91	0	1.17	2.16
14	14320	1983	48.65	4.6	-0.12	-0.04	0.56	2.75	-1.04	3.43	-0.3	2.91	0	2.22	2.16
14	14520	1970	78.85	40.7	0	0.13	-0.25	0.92	-0.31	0.57	-0.29	0.55	0.88	10.7	-1.15
14	14620	1979	-33.33	22.24	0	-0.14	-0.24	-0.9	-1.13	-0.05	-0.16	2.96	-0.02	-48.47	-1.04
14	14620	1987	-30.5	9.68	0	-0.14	0.22	-0.44	-4.72	-0.05	-0.16	1.46	-0.02	-18.68	3.53
14	14810	1995	26.83	-15.24	-0.15	0.17	1.21	0.76	3.91	5.77	0	2.34	0.08	3.46	-0.23
14	14820	1987	-23.81	28.05	0	0.69	-1.19	-1.5	-1.85	-0.55	0.59	-5.17	-0.48	-17.73	0.5
14	14901	1966	-53.66	-4.5	0.15	-0.39	0.15	-0.98	-0.09	1.91	-0.02	2.6	-0.03	-28.82	-2.1
32	32710	1987	56.1	13.41	-0.03	1.35	0.96	-1.33	2.24	-0.6	-0.17	-0.02	-0.05	0.01	0.42
35	35110	2005	-20	22.68	0	-0.32	0.43	-3.24	-0.9	2.08	-1.33	0.52	-4.67	3.36	-1.41
53	53620	1973	57.1	4.59	0.04	0.75	1.42	0.27	0.42	0.9	1.02	0.59	0.34	12.44	-0.06
63	63320	1998	32.98	-20.43	0.07	-0.65	0.52	-2.22	0.5	7.45	-0.21	-0.17	0.61	1.33	1.65
63	63321	1998	62.63	24.65	0.25	0.29	0.21	-0.6	1.08	-0.08	1.05	0.72	1.04	5.52	1.05
RIGHT ISSUES:													
			scaleRILE	ScaleCEMP	d104	d201	d305	d203	d401	d402	d414	d505	d601	d603	d605
11	11320	1994	25.24	-17.81	0.27	-1.76	-2.87	-0.18	-2.86	0.34	-8.07	0.08	0.26	-0.28	-1.89
13	13220	1973	-22.1	18.75	-4.26	2.81	9	-0.58	0.28	16.33	3.2	-0.9	0.08	-1.38	-0.9
13	13330	1979	52.7	15.73	-1.27	-7.7	1.3	0.43	-6.51	7.75	-14.33	0.9	-11.08	1.12	4.93
14	14320	1962	-25	16.05	-0.07	0.72	1.95	-0.1	-1.18	-2.31	11.93	-0.22	-0.76	-4.02	15.33
14	14320	1983	48.65	4.6	-0.07	-1.98	1.95	-2.8	4.03	-3.35	-1.61	-0.22	2.37	8.48	0.75
14	14520	1970	78.85	40.7	-0.03	-0.7	-22.57	-0.4	3.9	0.42	0.36	0.16	0.13	-13.11	-0.47
14	14620	1979	-33.33	22.24	0.06	2.74	4.85	2.63	-0.17	-0.17	-0.09	0.21	-0.16	4.76	0.41
14	14620	1987	-30.5	9.68	0.06	5.94	5.31	-0.24	-7.16	10.03	0.82	0.67	1.21	3.57	0.87
14	14810	1995	26.83	-15.24	0.22	0.13	5.37	-0.47	-5.76	-5.11	-2.09	-9.33	-5.87	-3.99	-1.38
14	14820	1987	-23.81	28.05	-0.15	0.46	15.75	0.16	6.67	9.67	-0.69	0.92	-0.08	-4.22	0.22
14	14901	1966	-53.66	-4.5	-0.42	0.49	-0.73	1.1	-2.16	13.76	3.63	1.09	-2.34	2.18	0.22
32	32710	1987	56.1	13.41	0.09	2.01	-39.4	4.7	0.45	0.17	-0.51	0.2	-1.41	3.3	-8.14
35	35110	2005	-20	22.68	-4.65	6.86	34.06	0.43	0.36	2.6	0.7	0.52	0	0.38	-0.75
53	53620	1973	57.1	4.59	0.27	0.97	-48.54	-0.47	-0.94	2.87	5.93	0.02	4.38	0.18	6.21
63	63320	1998	32.98	-20.43	0.47	0.43	-29.44	-0.68	-0.59	7.53	-1.58	-0.38	-1.92	0.14	-0.8
63	63321	1998	62.63	24.65	-0.21	0.42	-24.34	-0.02	-0.66	5.59	-0.46	0.4	-2.99	-0.46	0.02
Legend: ScaleRILE=Left-right scale of CMP-project. ScaleCEMP= Left-right scale based on the computerized replication of the left-right issues after calibration. D103 to d605: CMP scores of left and right issues minus the computer scores: Differences higher than 10 are marked with bold.
Countries: 11=Sweden; 13=Denmark; 14=Finland; 32=Italy; 35=Portugal; 53=Ireland; 63=Australia.
Parties: 
11320: Social Democratic Labour Party (SdaP)
13220: Danish Communist party (DKP)
13330: Centre Democrats (CD)
14320: Finnish Social Democrats (SSDP)
14520: Finnish Christian Union (SKL)
14620: National Coalition (KK)
14810: Finnish Centre (SK)
14820: Finnish Smallholder’party (SMP)
14901: Swedish People’s party (RKP/SFP)
32710: Italian Social Movement (MSI)
35110: Greens (PEV)
53620: Soldiers of Destiny (Fianna Fáil)
63320: Australian Labour party (ALP)
63321: Australian Democrats (AD)






NOTES



1



^1	  http://www.stars21.com/translator/
^2	  The seven manifestos for which the machine translation has been compared with the professional translation are:Swedish: Socialdemokratiska Arbetarepartiet (Social Democratic Labor Party) (2006) ‘Alla ska med. Valmanifest’.Norwegian: Sosialistisk Venstreparti (Socialist Left Party) (2005) ‘SVs arbeidsprogram 2005-2009’Finnish: Vihreä Liitto (Green Union) (2007) ‘Vihreä on rohkeutta, vastuullisuutta ja oikeudenmukaisuutta’Flemish (Dutch): Anders Gaan Leven (Live Differently – Flemish-speaking Ecologists) (1999) ‘De toekomst is groen’ Dutch: Democraten‘66 (Democrats‘66) (1998) ‘Bewogen in beweging. Verkiezingsprogramma Democraten ‘66’German: Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (Social Democratic Party of Germany) (1998) ‘Arbeit, Innovation und Gerechtigkeit. SPD Wahlprogramm für die Bundestagswahl 1998’German: Die Freiheitlichen (Freedom Movement)1995 ‘20 Punkte für den ‘Vertrag mit Österreich’
^3	  This software tool is available here: http://sourceforge.net/projects/manifestocoder/files/
^4	  A regression of the difference between the absolute number of computer codes and human codes on the total size of manifestos can be used to identify in which cases the coding has been done on different documents. For example if a very large document gets very few human codes and may computer codes or a very small document gets many computerized scores and few human codes these can be indications of such a mismatch. A casewise diagnostics of the residuals of such an analysis identifies 31 cases in which this is the case (studentized residuals above 3 or lower than -3).
^5	  These manifestos are all from Anglo-Saxon countries and are mostly issued in the 1990s which makes them ‘most similar’: 51320 (1997), 51420 (1983), 51420 (1997), 51620 (1997), 53110 (1992), 53221 (1992), 53320 (1992), 53320 (1997), 53420 (1997), 53520 (1992), 53620 (1992), 53620 (1997), 61320 (1992), 61620 (1992), 63320 (1987), 63320 (1993), 63320 (1998), 63620 (1993), 63810 (1993), 64320 (1993), 64320 (1996), 64321 (1993), 64321 (1996), 64620 (1993), 64620 (1996), 64621 (1993), 64621 (1996)
^6	  The country differences are indicated by these R2s: Sweden (0.73), Norway (0.87), Denmark (0.73), Finland (0.43), Belgium (0.46), Netherlands (0.74), France (0.86), Italy (0.60), Spain (0.48), Greece (0.76), Portugal (0.33), Germany (0.67), Austria (0.51), Switzerland (0.75), Great Britain (0.66), Ireland (0.42), United States (0.70), Canada (0.77), Australia (0.40), New Zealand (0.66).
